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Table 1: Hardware Programming Model Comparison.
Dataflow HDLs can bridge the gap between HLS and RTL.

VivadoHLS, LegUp, Catapult, 
Synphony, HercuLeS, OpenCL

High-Level 
Synthesis (HLS)  ✓ 

Chisel, SpinalHDL, PyRTL, 
nMigen, MyHDL, Bluespec, Cx

High-Level RTL 
(HL-RTL) ✓  ✓

VHDL, Verilog, SystemVerilogRTL ✓  

DFiantDataflow HDL 
(DF-HDL) ✓ ✓ ✓
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ABSTRACT
To bridge the programmability gap between HLS and RTL lan-
guages, we claim that hardware programming abstractions must
cover most, if not all, of the numerous synthesizable uses of RTL
constructs. Our proof of concept relies on a novel dataflow hard-
ware description language (HDL) abstraction layer and implements
the DFiant HDL and compiler.

1 INTRODUCTION
Most RTL-alternatives can be classified either as high-level syn-
thesis (HLS) tools or high-level RTL (HL-RTL) languages. On the
one hand, HLS tools (such as Vivado [27], and others [5, 10, 14,
15, 20, 23]) rely on programming languages like C and incorporate
auto-pipelining and optimization mechanisms to make hardware
accelerators accessible for non-hardware engineers. While this ap-
proach is successful in algorithmic acceleration domains, such lan-
guages carry von Neumann sequential semantics and thus hinder
construction of parallel hardware, which is crucial for hardware de-
sign [28]. Moreover, some trivial periodic hardware operations (like
toggling a LED) are unbearably difficult to implement in HLS lan-
guages. On the other hand, HL-RTL languages (such as Chisel [3],
and others [2, 4, 7–9, 13, 17–19, 25]) aim to enhance productivity by
introducing new hardware generation constructs and semantics but
do not abstract away register-level description (even Bluespec [21],
which uses concurrent guarded atomic actions, until recently [11]
assumed rules complete within a single clock cycle). Therefore,
HL-RTL designs are still subjected to the “tyranny of the clock“ [24]
and are bound to specific timing and target constraints.

In this paper we claim that better HDLs must adhere to all known
RTL design use-cases, yet still maintain enough abstraction to al-
low automatic pipelining and target-agnostic design. Therefore,
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Figure 1: DF-HDL Register Abstraction
Registers use-cases are divided into three main categories,

and abstracted accordingly in DF-HDLs.

we propose a novel dataflow HDL (DF-HDL) abstraction layer to
abstract over registers and clocks. This concept is proven via DFi-
ant1 [22], a Scala-embedded DF-HDL that utilizes these dataflow
abstractions to decouple functionality from implementation con-
straints. DFiant brings together constructs and semantics from
dataflow [1, 6, 12, 16, 26], hardware, and software programming
languages to enable truly portable and composable hardware de-
signs. The dataflow model offers implicit concurrency between
independent paths while freeing the designer from explicit register
placement that binds the design to fixed pipelined paths.

Table 1 compares the main hardware programming models ac-
cording to three categories: hardware design fundamentals, which
include capabilities such as IO connectivity, hierarchies, and syn-
chronous design; design abstraction & automation, which includes
abstractions that enable automatic pipelining, path-balancing and
flow control; and finally hardware meta-programming, that enables
simple generation of complex hardware structures. The compari-
son indicates that DFiant bridges the programmability gap between
HLS tools and RTL languages by enabling designers full control
over the generated hardware whilst still enabling features like au-
tomatic pipelining. DFiant is not an HLS language, nor is it an RTL
language. Instead, DFiant is an asynchronous dataflow HDL that
provides abstractions beyond the RTL behavioral model, thereby
reducing verbosity and maintaining portable code.

2 A DATAFLOW HDL ABSTRACTION
The basic notion of a DF-HDL abstraction is that instead of wires
and registers we have dataflow token streams. This key difference
between RTL and dataflow abstractions reveals why the former is
coupled to device and timing constraints, while the latter is agnostic
to them. Primarily, the RTL model requires designers to express what
operations take place in each cycle, whereas the dataflow model only
require the designer to order the operations based on their data de-
pendencies. More specifically, the RTL model utilizes combinational
operations that must complete (their propagation delay) within

1https://dfianthdl.github.io

https://dfianthdl.github.io
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a given cycle if fed to a register, while the dataflow abstraction
only assumes order and not on which cycle operations begin or
complete. By decoupling operations from fixed clock cycles, the
dataflow model enables the compilation toolchain to map opera-
tions to cycles and thereby independently pipeline the design.

Furthermore, the RTL model requires designers to use registers
for a variety of uses and thus binds the design to specific timing
conditions. Specifically, we identified three main uses for registers
in the RTL model: synchronous technology backend, synchronous
technology interface, and design functionality (i.e., state). We sum-
marized the various uses in Fig. 1, and we now turn to discuss them
and how the dataflow model can derive the first two main uses
without explicit user description.

2.1 Synchronous Technology Backend Registers
Registers are often required in a low-level design due to the un-
derlying synchronous technology. Since they are unrelated to the
functional requirement, a dataflow HDL can derive them automati-
cally based on the functional requirements and design constraints.
Pipeline registers are inserted to split long combinational paths, and
their placement is determined by designer-specified constraints,
such as the maximum path cycle latency or the maximum propaga-
tion delay between registers. Path-balancing registers are added to
maintain design correctness when pipelining. Synchronizers, often
composed of registers, are used to mitigate CDC and asynchronous
metastability effects and bring the design to the proper reliability.

2.2 Synchronous Technology Interface Registers
Functional design requirements are often accompanied by synchro-
nous input/output (IO) timing constraints such as clocked protocol
interfaces or real-time restrictions. However, these constraints fre-
quently only affect the interface and not the core design itself.
External IOs that are exposed to the top design hierarchy or black-
boxes that are exposed to the internal design core may impose
synchronous protocols (e.g., data is valid one clock cycle after ad-
dress is set). A dataflow HDL supports legacy RTL constructs to
synchronously interface external IOs and instantiate blackboxes.

Real-time signals or derivations of timed signal inputs require
timer constructs. For example, a design using a 100MHz clock may
drive a UART stream at 1Mbps or toggle a led at 1Hz. Rather than
directly using registers as clock dividers or employing clock gener-
ation components (e.g., PLLs), one can create functional representa-
tion of their timed use-cases. A dataflow HDL has timer constructs
that generate tokens at a given or derived rate. The compiler can
consider all clocks and generate the proper clock tree based on the
available device resources and other design constraints.

2.3 State Registers
State registers are needed when a design must access (previous)
values that are no longer available on an input signal (e.g., cumula-
tive sum or a state-machine’s state). RTL designs invoke registers
(behaviorally) to store the state. But, registers not only store the
state, but also enforce specific cycle latencies. Furthermore, typical
RTL languages declare additional variables and place extra assign-
ments just to save the state. A dataflow HDL overcomes all these
issues by including a construct to initialize and reuse the stream

1 @df class SMA_DS extends DFDesign {
2 val x = DFSInt(16) <> IN init 0
3 val y = DFSInt(16) <> OUT
4 val s0 = x +^ x.prev
5 val s2 = x.prev(2) +^ x.prev(3)
6 val sum = s0 +^ s2
7 y := (sum / 4).resize(16)
8 }

(a) DS code ( .prev accesses the history)

𝑦𝑘 = 1
4 (𝑥𝑘 +𝑥𝑘−1 +𝑥𝑘−2 +𝑥𝑘−3) ; 𝑥𝑘<0 = 0 (b) DS drawing

1 @df class SMA_CS extends DFDesign {
2 val x = DFSInt(16) <> IN init 0
3 val y = DFSInt(16) <> OUT
4 val acc = DFSInt(18) <> VAR init 0
5 acc := acc - x.prev(4) + x
6 y := (acc / 4).resize(16)
7
8 }

(c) CS code (default access to acc.prev )

𝑦𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘−1 +
𝑥𝑘−𝑥𝑘−4

4 ; 𝑥𝑘<0 = 0
(d) CS drawing

Figure 2: Derived state (DS) and commit state (CS) SMA
DFiant implementation codes and drawings. The state lines

are highlighted in the code.

history. A derived (feedforward) state is a state whose current output
value is independent of its previous value (e.g., detecting if an input
has changed). A commit (feedback) state is a state whose current
output value is dependent on its previous state value (e.g., the new
cumulative sum value is dependent on its previous sum value). The
two kinds of state differ heavily in performance improvement when
the design is pipelined. A derived state path can produce a token
for every clock tick, and can therefore be pipelined to reduce its
cycle time and increase its throughput. In contrast, a commit state
path is circular and cannot be pipelined as-is.

The basic DFiant example given in Fig. 2 provides two implemen-
tations of a simple moving average (SMA) unit; both have a 4-tap
average window with 16-bit integer input and output, and compose
the average arithmetic from the +ˆ carry-addition and other oper-
ations. The difference is that SMA_DS has only derived state and
can therefore be automatically pipelined by the DFiant compiler,
while SMA_CS has a commit state and cannot be pipelined as-is.
The dataflow history is accessed by invoking .prev with the re-
quired step parameter. The SMA_CS accumulation variable acc

depends on itself and forms a commit state. Reading from acc

before it is assigned manifests as a default read from acc.prev .
This basic example does not cover various DFiant semantics and
capabilities which include automatic stall and flow control, FSM
meta-programming, combining dynamic and static dataflow, time
abstraction, legacy RTL code integration, and more.

3 CONCLUSION
Modern RTL alternatives abstract either too little or too much. The
numerous register use-cases must meet worthy abstractions to
allow portable designs and minimize verbosity, yet without losing
hardware design expressiveness. To achieve this we use a unique
dataflow HDL abstraction that obfuscates registers and clocks.
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